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Key Features

The perfect product catalog is a must-have in the e-Commerce business. Cool features
concerning product images will  definitely increase your sales and user experience.
Catalog Hover Image extension will give you a unique opportunity to show various
variants of the product by uploading images of the product. This extension allows a
customer  to  see  product’s  images  by  pointing  the  mouse  on  the  image  so  the
customer could see other product images by hovering. For example, the customer
wants to see the pant’s image, without going to the product page, not only the front
side but also the back side. Just simply upload a “back image” of the product and apply
to it the “hover” option and this image will appear on hover. The Catalog Hover Image
extension  allows  the  customer  to  view  quickly  another  product  image  on  mouse
hover over the product image. 

Quick view of back images of the product

The extension allows a customer to view quickly another product image on mouse
hover over the product image.

Select the images what to hover

In case a product has a lot of images, you can select the best one and apply hover
option to it. 
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Configuration

• Enabled – To enable the extension select “Yes”.
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Applying Hover Option

Go to Products > select a necessary product > click “Edit” > Images and Videos > 
select an image > apply “Hover Catalog” > click “Save”
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Examples

Without hovering:
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With hovering after pointing the mouse on the product:
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